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In October, the MSCI Japan index advanced following interest-rate cuts in the US, the

easing of trade wars and expectations for an upturn in corporate earnings. Stock prices fell

at the beginning of the month following the worse-than-expected ISM manufacturing index

in the US, before turning up on expectations for US interest-rate cuts. The easing of

concerns over the US-China trade war on the back of the media report that the Chinese

government proposed to increase US soybean imports also helped the stock market.

Despite a series of downgrades of earnings estimates for the July-to-September quarter,

stock prices held up as investors judged that there would not be any additional negative

news stories. In fact, the consumer tax hike would not actually hurt the economy as

predicted, unlike the previous tax hike in 2014. Also, earnings momentum would

accelerate, particularly in the semiconductor sector spread. The Bank of Japan (BoJ)

tweaked its forward guidance at the end of the month but this announcement had only a

limited impact on the stock market.

Earnings: Despite lacklustre earnings in the latest quarter, stock prices held up as

investors focused on the future rather than the past.

The earnings announcement season for the July-to-September quarter got under way. As

of 30 October, 78 companies in the Daiwa 200, an index consisting of major TSE 1st

section stocks, announced their earnings results. Recurring profits decreased by -1% YoY,

according to Daiwa Securities. But we think recurring profits in the manufacturing sector

actually declined by -15% YoY if they exclude the rush of demand before the consumption

tax hike. Despite a series of downgrades in earnings estimates, stock prices trod water as

investors judged that they ran out of negative news. While earnings were sluggish in the

auto-related industry, many semiconductor-related companies hinted recoveries in future

earnings. We will show you some prominent cases below.

Positives:

Disco Corp: The company beat both the sales target and the OP target. Demands from

the company’s primary customers, OSAT (Outsourced Semiconductor Assembly and Test)

in Taiwan had been weak, but it made clear at the results briefing that those OSAT were

becoming more positive toward investments lately. We guess 5G related products and

data-centre related products or services will drive its earnings.

JSR: The company missed both the sales target and the OP target and downgraded its

guidance. The chemical maker was hit by sluggish demand for auto parts and auto tyres.

But its stock price rose +8.4% on the day following the earnings announcement as the

company hinted a rebound in profit margin of tyre materials in the next quarter as well as a

recovery in demands for semiconductor materials.
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Negatives:

Koito Manufacturing: The company missed both the sales target and the OP target. With

regard to auto lamps, while sales were strong in Japan, those in North America, China and

Europe decreased YoY. An increase in R&D expenses to expand future orders led to the

downgrade of its guidance.

Cyber Agent: The company missed the sales target but beat the OP target by reducing

wages and ad expenses. But its stock price dropped after the earnings announcement as

internet ad revenues and the revenue in the media business for the latest quarter fell below

the market consensus due to a deceleration in the Japanese advertising market.

Monetary Policy: The BoJ tweaked its forward guidance with no impact on the stock

market.

The Bank of Japan (BoJ) tweaked its forward guidance at the monetary policy meeting on

31 October, but didn’t mention anything about its ETF-buying programme or interest-rate

cuts. I will outline the changes below. (Cited from the BoJ website. Underlined parts are

what the writer thought important.)

◼ Old: As for the policy rates, the Bank intends to maintain the current extremely low

levels of short and long-term interest rates for an extended period of time, at least

through spring 2020.

◼ New: As for the policy rates, the Bank expects short and long-term interest rates to

remain at their present or lower levels as long as it is necessary to pay close attention to

the possibility that the momentum toward achieving the price stability target will be lost.

We can indicate that there are two main changes regarding this forward guidance. Firstly,

wording on policy rates changed from “maintain” to “remain or lower”. We can interpret the

word “lower” in two ways; an explicit interest cut or a tacit permission for declines of long-

term interest rates, but we think the BoJ suggested the former one.

The second change is about a time frame. We were expecting a change in time frame from

“at least through around spring 2020” to “at least at the end of 2020” but the BoJ didn’t

mention anything about time frame this time.

The latest policy meeting didn’t have any impact on the stock market with no surprises as a

whole, so we adhere to our view that unless the JPY ‘s value rises to 95-100 per USD, the

BoJ wouldn’t either enhance the ETF-buying programme or take on additional easing

measures.

Investment Strategy

The Japanese equity market is likely to rebound thanks to a recovery in the domestic

economy, ongoing accommodative monetary policies by the BoJ and its affordable

valuations. Over the long term, open policies to overseas funds, including the improvement

in corporate governance, as well as policies to boost the immigration intake are also likely

to support the market. We identify external factors, such as the escalation of trade frictions

and a possible worldwide recession, as major risks because they might bring about a sharp

yen appreciation. In particular, we are facing an increasing risk of global recession led by

economic downturns overseas. Taking these into consideration, we will focus on stock

selection and engagement activities instead of betting on cyclical sectors or defensive

sectors.
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_____________________________

Notes: Some statements contained in this material concerning goals, strategies, outlook or other non-historical

matters may be forward-looking statements and are based on current indicators and expectations. These

forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, and the Company undertakes no

obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to

risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the statements.

The Company and/or its affiliates may or may not have a position in any financial instrument mentioned and

may or may not be actively trading in any such securities.

The organisations and/or financial instruments mentioned are for reference purposes only. The content of this

material should not be construed as a recommendation for their purchase or sale. Charts and graphs are

provided for illustrative purposes only.
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